Mahindra 3016 problems

It has lost 5 quarts so far. The boom cylinder hose pinched and had to replace due to poor
routing and The is my 2nd Mahindra. Although neither are perfect, they are a heck of a value for
the cost. The is a After having it for a few months, I am very happy with it, and my decision Just
moved to a place in the country with 7 acres. I traded my bike for a tractor LOL. So far the
Mahindra has served me well I have 57 acres of mountain land just north of Antlers Oklahoma.
This land I use it for over a year now to perform general maintenance around my After months
of research and shopping I finally ordered amy I have worked for tractor dealers almost all of my
life 32 yrs. Maybe that's normal. Today after some Overall very impressed. Can't say about long
term toughness, but it pulls well, seems to have plenty of power for what I do Home Forums
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Results 1 to 9 of 9. Trouble with my , need help. I haven't run the for about a month. Now that
my knee has healed up pretty well, I wanted to start catching up today. Tractor started nicely but
won't go into F or R while the engine is running. If I shut the engine down, the selector arm
moves into Fwd or Rev easily. Put it back in neutral and start the engine and it will not go into
either F or R. I tried adjusting the clutch linkage but it did not help. Any suggestions? Reply
With Quote. Re: Trouble with my , need help. Does your tractor have a clutch latch like my ?
Perhaps your clutch is stuck to the flywheel? Attached Thumbnails. Yes, your clutch is rusted
to the flywheel. When your tractor is not in use for a while, you should lock the clutch down to
prevent this from happening. Try to run it arround for a while and get things warmed up and
keep hitting the brakes to see if it will break free. If that doesn't work you will have to split the
tractor. I would move it around if I could get it in gear when it's running. The problem is that so
far I can't. It will start easily but then I can't get it in gear. I can get it in gear when it is not
running. Your suggestion that the clutch is stuck to the flywheel makes sense. It has only been
sitting idle for about a month but I guess that is long enough. I'll keep you posted about the
outcome. I'll call the dealer and see if he has any suggestions to free it up. Thanks gentlemen.
Never had to do a tear down with a frozen clutch plate except once The key is to get it running
in gear and drive it with the clutch depressed so all the torque is at the disk and flywheel. Had
an old Model A do this and I had raised the car with a floor jack, got inside and started it in gear
and had my brother drop the jack Normally, I will just position to I can get a rolling start. Google
search on "tractor clutch stuck to flywheel" Not all are "safe" fixes as you may have an in gear
running tractor that potentially can't be stopped. I had an old Ford 9N at one time this happened
to. I put the tractor in gear not running , blocked the clutch down, and with a towline gave the
tractor a couple of quick tugs with a pickup truck. Luckily it freed up doing this. The 9N didn't
have a clutch latch, but after that happened I blocked it down with a chunk of wood when it
wasn't in use for a while.. After the suggestions last night, I went out and locked the clutch
pedal down and let it sit. This morning I went out and fired it up and everything is fine now. It
must have broken loose just sitting there. Lesson learned. Now I set the pedal no matter how
long it's going to be idle. Better safe than sorry. Tanks gentlemen. Again your advice solved a
problem. Glad you got it resolved!!! Replies: 17 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 2 Last Post: , PM.
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owners. This question plagues ranchers and farmers all over the United States. Every angle
must be assessed, every feature considered multiple times, comparing parts and accessories,
ergonomics, and more. Buying the perfect tractor for your needs is a big financial decision.
Luckily, there will be more than enough information below to give you everything you need to
purchase a Mahindra or Kubota tractor confidently. When you need a tractor with great stability
and a smooth ride, trust Bobby Ford Tractor and Equipment to offer a complete line of Kubota
tractors built to work with any terrain. Contact us today for a quote on your next tractor. This
tractor company is primarily based in India, where they have grown very popular and expanded
into many other countries. Their parent company, Mahindra and Mahindra, have been making
farm equipment since Today, Mahindra Tractors sell the most tractors by volume in the entire
world. Mahindra mostly builds their tractors but has been known to source tractors from
elsewhere whenever they may find it profitable. All Mahindra tractors are manufactured
overseas, either in India or China. This fact presents a massive contrast in Mahindra vs. Kubota
tractors. At least half of Kubota tractors are made in the United States with plans on that
percentage going up quickly. Its US headquarters is in Grapevine, Texas, where the company

handles all the sales, distribution, financing, and insurance services throughout the US. As it
stands right now, about half of all Kubota products that are sold in the US are made in Japan.
The other half is made in Gainesville, Georgia, where the company has a vast facility to
manufacture and assemble mowers, tractors, and other implements and accessories. Kubota
plans to expand the Georgia manufacturing plant so that one day, all Kubota products sold in
the US are made in the US. To see a Kubota dealer for yourself, check out Bobby Ford Kubota
Dealer to view a full inventory and get all the information you need to make a wise purchase.
Consider the different pricing, service, and design components of both Mahindra and Kubota
tractors. Mahindra vs. Kubota prices varies wildly depending on the model and the dealership
you purchase your tractor from. There are accurate reports of Mahindra being the less
expensive of the two. However, this is a general comparison that prices only the tractor and not
all the other things needed like accessories, parts, service, and implements. Servicing is huge
for tractor owners because when your tool breaks down, the job cannot get done. This can be
devastating to those that rely on their tractor for a living. An excellent service network that
provides customer service, warranties, parts, and local service shops are essential in a good
company. Which service is better? Kubota or Mahindra? Recently, Mahindra has upped their
game in the service department. Previously, there was a problem with finding parts for Mahindra
tractors. If parts were found, it would take weeks or more to receive them. That downtime
presented a significant cost in purchasing a Mahindra tractor. Mahindra implemented a
brand-new system that gives US-based customers peace of mind in knowing they can order and
quickly receive parts that are stored at a US-based warehouse. You or your service shop can
get parts fast, fix your machine soon, and get back to work. They train their tech reps straight
from the factory. They learn every piece of every product so that they know how it all works and
how to fix any problems that occur. In most industries, getting a good tech support rep on the
phone is rare. However, with Kubota, getting a knowledgeable, trained technician on the phone
is the standard. The customer service reps are trained to help with any problem or situation you
may find yourself in. They can help with warranty information, maintenance, seasonal tips and
questions, operator manuals, and much more. To find Kubota parts, just call or stop into a
dealer to get what you need. Alternatively, you can find many third-party companies that supply
genuine OEM Kubota parts. Kubota is the industry leader in parts service in the United States.
They have warehouses that stock anything you may need, and they network with many other
companies to ensure that Kubota customers can have access to the parts they need when they
need them. The quality of both Kubota and Mahindra are incredibly close in comparison.
Mahindra is known for being rugged and long-lasting, especially with their older models. As
time goes on, their newer models will likely carry the same reputation. Kubota is known for
being a smooth operator. Everything on the tractor works perfectly to give you power and
performance that is rivaled by few. Kubota also has a reputation for having the longest lasting
tractors and accessories in the industry. When it comes to quality, it is almost impossible to
compare which is better. Both Kubota and Mahindra Tractors have risen above the industry
standard in their older models and especially with their newer models. You can find the latest
technology, hydraulics engineering, new implements and accessories, and the best
performance in a Kubota or Mahindra machine. Both companies have dozens of tractor models
to choose from, so making one-to-one comparisons can be difficult. Each model from each
manufacturer is going to have unique features and incentives that go with it. Be sure to look
over them all before you purchase. Both Kubota and Mahindra have solid reputations. They
both make excellent tractors that can tackle any job you need them to. The options and features
in different models are great because you can basically build a tractor tailored to your needs
precisely. Bobby Ford is an authorized Kubota Dealer near Houston, Texas serving road crews,
contractors, landscapers, farmers and ranchers throughout Texas. Your email address will not
be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Kubota vs. Mahindra
Tractors: Which Brand is Better? Add to Favorites This question plagues ranchers and farmers
all over the United States. How to Knit Socks with 4 Needles. Countryside Machinery on the
Homestead e-edition Flip Book. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. The Mahindra is a 4WD compact utility tractor from the 16 series. This tractor has
been manufactured by the Mitsubishi for Mahindra since The Mahindra is equipped with a 1. The
Mahindra compact utility tractor used the Mitsubishi engine. The compression ratio rating is
This engine produced The Mahindra is equipped with hydrostatic power steering, wet disc
brakes, open operator station with two-post ROPS and Following attachments are available for
the Mahindra compact utility tractor:. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functional
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ities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
Following attachments are available for the Mahindra compact utility tractor: Mahindra ML
loader Mahindra backhoe. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
as essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Shuttle : 1, kg 2, lbs Hydro : 1, kg 2, lbs. Ag:

